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SUBJECT DESCRIPTION

In line with the latest business thinking, the commercial function is seen as integrated in the broader marketing
function of the organization. This means that the commercial activity must be understood as an ending function of
a business focused on and driven by a market-oriented management, that, under different expressions depending
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on sectors and companies forms, should be present in all areas of the organization.

Consequently, the course "Commercial and Marketing Management I" tries to put the foundations for the activity of
Marketing and Sales. These fundamentals / principles are basically a good knowledge and deep understanding of
the consumer, as well as the declaration of a value proposition defined to meet the current and latent needs of the
consumer.

GOAL

The objective of the subject is that the student masters the logical discourse, - theoretical and practical -, which
leads to the fundamental decision of Strategic Marketing: the selection of target audience and the positioning
statement.

The specific aims of the subject are:

Understand the role of the Marketing function within the company.

Design the Marketing function aligned with the strategy and objectives of the company.

Work with Marketing concepts and tools and make them applicable in real life situations.

COURSE SYLLABUS

1.- The Marketing function:
- Introduction
- Basic concepts
- The need for Marketing in the company
- Customer orientation
- The marketing plan

2.- The Marketing Environment
- Microenvironment and macroenvironment
- The competitive environment

3.- The Marketing Information System
- The need for information in the company
- Primary sources and secondary sources
- Research techniques

4.- Consumer behavior
- Factors that influence consumer behavior
-  Types of purchasing behavior
- Phases in the decision process

5.- Segmentation and target audience
- Segmentation criteria
- Selection of the target audience
- Segment coverage strategies

6.- Competitive advantage and positioning
- The need for differentiation
- Competitive advantages as a source of value for the customer
- Concept of positioning
- Positioning from competitive advantage
- Phases of the positioning process
- Positioning statement and USP concept

EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
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The syllabus of contents consists of six didactic units with an estimated development of two weeks per
each unit. These units constitute the axis of both the presential, in class, activity and the consequences of
developing PBL methodologies (problem-based learning) using FCR (Flipped classroom) sessions, and Business
Simulation methods that help the philosophy of Learning By Doing, and the individual and team based homework.
During the development of the didactic units continuous evaluation exercises will be done and once the semester
is close to be covered, some time for evaluation tests and presentations of projects is covered.

The usual working outline of each topic can have all or some of the following activities:
- Presentation of the topic by the teacher.
- Exercises or cases of application of individual or group resolution.
- Exercise with business simulation tools.
- Presentation or debate (in face-to-face or on-line mode)
- Personal theoretical study
- Development of the stage of the group project corresponding to the current topic.
Information for tutorship
The tutoring schedules will be specified on the first day of class and / or the student will send an email to the
teacher.

DISTRIBUTION OF WORK TIME

CLASSROOM-BASED ACTIVITY INDEPENDENT STUDY/OUT-OF-CLASSROOM
ACTIVITY

60   hours 90   hours
  Lectures
 20h
  Work in teams for course project (in teams)  12h
  Cases, simulator and topics discussion (individual or team
work)  24h
  Evaluation test  4h

  Individual study 25h
  Individual homework  20h
  Team homework  20h
  Team final course project  25h

SKILLS

Basic Skills

Students must have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in an area of study that is founded on general
secondary education. Moreover, the area of study is typically at a level that includes certain aspects implying
knowledge at the forefront of its field of study, albeit supported by advanced textbooks

Students must be able to apply their knowledge to their work or vocation in a professional manner and possess
skills that can typically be demonstrated by coming up with and sustaining arguments and solving problems within
their field of study

Students must have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of study) in order to
make judgments that include reflections on pertinent social, scientific or ethical issues

Students must be able to convey information, ideas, problems and solutions to both an expert and non-expert
audience

Students must have developed the learning skills needed to undertake further study with a high degree of
independence

General Skills

To be able to work and make decisions in all manner of situations.

To be able to apply relevant IT knowledge to the field of study.

To enjoy a creative and entrepreneurial spirit.
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Specific skills

To know the techniques of market research which make possible the appropriate decision making concerning all
aspects of company marketing policy.

To be able to effectively use those tools needed for giving presentations.

To be able to put knowledge into practice.

LEARNING RESULTS

Student is able to understand and to handle the basic fundamentals of the marketing function in an organizational
context

The student understands the strategic dimension of Marketing and is able to evaluate and forecast the impact of
those decisions in the long run

The Student analyzes the marketing environment of the organization and identifies the main opportunities and
threats

The student is able to plan and develop a research project, taking valid conclusions for future action

The student can elaborate and defend a project

LEARNING APPRAISAL SYSTEM

The evaluation system of the subject includes three possibilities:

A) Ordinary evaluation system (first enrollment students, continuous evaluation):
1. Evaluation by classroom activity: 15% of the final grade.
2. Preparation and presentation of papers, cases, and exercises: 35% of the final grade.
3. Final exam: 50% of the final grade
To pass the subject, students must obtain 5 out of 10 in the exams, and have completed the
all or most of the activities of the continuous evaluation. In no case can the subject be approved
only with examination.

B) Alternative evaluation system "Academic dispensation":
Students who have been granted "Academic Dispensation" or are in a situation of second or successive
enrolments, which exempt them from attendance, must deliver the activities determined by the teacher, and they
must also attend the mandatory face-to-face tests determined by the teacher responsible for the subject.
1. Preparation and presentation of papers, cases and exercises: 40% of the final grade.
2. Final exam: 60% of the final grade.
To average the grade of continuous evaluation and objective evaluation in the extraordinary call, the note objective
assessment must be at least 5.

C) Extraordinary Call:
1. Preparation and presentation of papers, cases, and exercises: 40% of the final grade.
2. Final exam: 60% of the final grade.
To average the grade of continuous evaluation and objective evaluation in the extraordinary call, the note objective
assessment must be at least 5.
UFV students in exchange will benefit from the alternative evaluation system (repeaters and
dispensation), being their responsibility to know it.

All students of the degree will be subject to the regulations of coexistence of the University.
Students are obliged to observe the elementary and basic rules on authenticity and originality in
any training activity or evaluation test. When a student has or uses illegitimate means in
the holding of an evaluation test, incurs plagiarism, or is improperly attributed the authorship of works
academics required for the evaluation will be sanctioned in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations of
Evaluation and Regulations of behavior and performance of the University.
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